








What should Ido if 1 

have used too much? 

lt can be quite difficult to find your ' sweet spot' in the 

beginning. That means you may be using too much at some 

point. Don't worry, it's not dangerous. 

Many of our customers compare too high a dose to the 

feeling after drinking too much coffee. You feel sharp, but 

maybe also a little prickly. Others, for example, get tired 

and have to yawn more. That's nothing to worry about, the 

feeling will go away on its own. Do not worry too much, and 

go for a walk or lie down for example. You will notice that 

the feeling disappears within a few hours. Start microdosing 

on the weekend, so that you have as few obligations as 

possible and can experience it calmly. 

What should I do if I feel 

nauseous or sick? 

lt is rare, but it is possible that you feel nauseous or sick 

after using it. That's nothing to worry about, it's your body's 

reaction to the truffles. This can happen if you are not used 

to using it. 

Take a smaller dose next time. Or use the dose in combina

tion with tea or some food, such as an omelette. You will 

notice that your stomach and body will not react so strongly 

to it. The effect of the truffles remains the same, but your 

body can process this more easily. 

Lie down or go for a walk. You will notice that the effects 

disappear or become less strong after a few hours. 

Tip: do you want to get rid of the annoying feeling faster? 

Products with a lot of sugar can help. 



Keep track of how 
much you use: 
Your microdosing 
logbook 
lt is very important for your microdosing experience to 

keep a log. Write down what you use and how you feel 

afterwards. This way you keep track of your progress, and 

it's easier to find the ' sweet spot'. 

How you keep the log is completely up to you. Some 

record their intake in a diary, ethers use an (Excel) sheet. In 

addition, you can use online tools such as Notion, in which 

you can write everything down for yourself. 

Keep track of what you use, when you reach that goal, and 

how you feel next. Note the degree of energy and concen

tration, how clearly you can think and, for example, your 

creativity. On the other hand, keep track of how much fear 

or pan ic you experience, if you normally suffer from it. 


